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Abstrat
In this paper we onsider the problem of deteting statistially signiant sequential pat-
terns in multi-neuronal spike trains. These patterns are haraterized by an ordered sequenes
of spikes from dierent neurons with spei delays between spikes. We have previously pro-
posed a datamining sheme [21℄ to eiently disover suh patterns whih are frequent in
the sense that the ount of non-overlapping ourrenes of the pattern in the data stream is
above a threshold. Here we propose a method to determine the statistial signiane of these
repeating patterns and to set the thresholds automatially. The novelty of our approah is
that we use a ompound null hypothesis that inludes not only models of independent neurons
but also models where neurons have weak dependenies. The strength of interation among
the neurons is represented in terms of ertain pair-wise onditional probabilities. We speify
our null hypothesis by putting an upper bound on all suh onditional probabilities. We on-
strut a probabilisti model that aptures the ounting proess and use this to alulate the
mean and variane of the ount for any pattern. Using this we derive a test of signiane
for rejeting suh a null hypothesis. This also allows us to rank-order dierent signiant
patterns. We illustrate the eetiveness of our approah using spike trains generated from a
non-homogeneous Poisson model with embedded dependenies.
1 Introdution
Analyzing spike trains from hundreds of neurons to nd signiant temporal patterns is an im-
portant urrent researh problem [7, 25, 22℄. By using experimental tehniques suh as Miro
Eletrode Arrays or imaging of neural urrents, spike data an be reorded simultaneously from
many neurons [12, 30℄. Suh multi-neuronal spike train data an now be routinely gathered in vitro
from neural ultures or in vivo from brain slies, awake behaving animals and even humans. Suh
data would be a mixture of stohasti spiking ativities of individual neurons as well as that due
to orrelated ativity of groups of neurons due to interonnetions, possibly triggered by external
inputs. Automatially disovering patterns (regularities) in these spike trains an lead to better
understanding of how interonneted neurons at in a oordinated manner to generate spei
funtions. There has been muh interest in tehniques for analyzing the spike data so as to infer
funtional onnetivity or the funtional relationships within the system that produed the spikes
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[3, 6, 27, 11, 7, 14, 9, 24, 12, 19, 25, 22, 10℄. In addition to ontributing towards our knowledge
of brain funtion, understanding of funtional relations embedded in spike trains leads to many
appliations, e.g., better brain-mahine interfaes. Suh an analysis an also ultimately allow us
to systematially address the question, "is there a neural ode?".
In this paper, we onsider the problem of disovering statistially signiant patterns from
multi-neuronal spike train data. The patterns we onsider here are ordered ring sequenes by
a group of neurons with spei time-lags or delays between suessive neurons. Suh a pattern
(when it repeats many times) may denote a hain of triggering events and hene unearthing suh
patterns from spike data an help understand the underlying funtional onnetivity. For example,
memory traes are probably embedded in suh sequential ativation of neurons and signals of this
form have been found in hippoampal neurons [18℄. Suh patterns of ordered ring sequenes with
fairly onstant delays between suessive neuronal rings have been observed in many experiments
and there is muh interest in deteting suh patterns and assessing their statistial signiane.
(See [2, 11℄ and referenes therein).
Here, we will all patterns of ordered ring sequenes as sequential patterns. Symbolially, we
denote suh a pattern as, e.g., A
T1→ B T2→ C. This represents the pattern of ordered ring sequene
of A followed by B followed by C with a delay of T1 time units between A & B and T2 time units
between B & C. (We note here that within any ourrene of suh a ring pattern, there ould be
spikes by other neurons). Suh a pattern of rings may our repeatedly in the spike train data if,
e.g., there is an exitatory inuene of total delay T1 from A to B and an exitatory inuene of
delay T2 between B and C. In general, the delays may not be exatly onstant beause synapti
transmission et. ould have some random variations. Hene, in our sequential patterns, we will
allow the delays to be intervals of small length. At the least, we an take the length of the interval
as the time resolution in our measurements. In general, suh patterns an involve more than three
neurons. The size of a pattern is the number of neurons in it. Thus, the above example is that of
a size 3 pattern or a 3-node pattern.
One of the main omputational methods for deteting suh patterns that repeat often enough, is
due to Abeles and Gerstein [3℄. This essentially onsists of sliding the spike train of one neuron with
respet to another and noting oinidenes at spei delays. There are also some reent variations
of this method [26, 28℄. Most of the urrent methods for deteting suh patterns essentially use
orrelations among time-shifted spike trains (and some statistis omputed from the orrelation
ounts), and these are omputationally expensive when deteting large-size (typially greater than
4) patterns [11℄. Another approah to deteting suh ordered ring sequenes is onsidered in
[19, 25℄ while analyzing reordings from hippoampal neurons. Given a spei ordering on a set
of neurons, they look for longest sequenes in the data that respet this order. This is similar to
our sequential patterns whih are somewhat more general beause we an also speify dierent
delays between onseutive elements of the pattern.
In this paper we use a method based on some temporal datamining tehniques that we have
reently proposed [21℄. This method an automatially detet all sequential patterns whose fre-
queny in the data is above a (user-speied) threshold where frequeny of the pattern is maximum
number of non-overlapped ourrenes
1
of the pattern in the spike data. The essene of this algo-
rithm is that instead of trying to ount all ourrenes of the pattern in the data we ount only
ertain well-dened subset of ourrenes and this makes the proess omputationally eient.
The method is eetive in deteting long patterns and it would detet only those patterns that
repeat more than a given threshold. Also, the method an automatially deide on the most ap-
1
We dene this notion more preisely in the next setion
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propriate delays in eah deteted pattern by hoosing from a set of possible delays supplied by the
user. (See [21℄ for details).
The main ontribution of this paper is a method for assessing the statistial signiane of suh
sequential patterns. The objetive is to have a method so that we will detet only those patterns
that repeat often enough to be signiant (and thus x the thresholds for the data mining algorithm
automatially). We takle this issue in a lassial hypothesis testing framework.
There have been many approahes for assessing the signiane of deteted ring patterns
[2, 11, 19, 25, 10℄. In the urrent analytial approahes, one generally employs a Null hypothesis
that the dierent spike trains are generated by independent proesses. In most ases one assumes
(possibly inhomogeneous) Bernoulli or Poisson proesses. Then one an alulate the probability
of observing the given number of repetitions of the pattern (or of any other statisti derived from
suh ounts) under the null hypothesis of independent proesses and hene alulate a minimum
number of repetitions needed to onlude that a pattern is signiant in the sense of being able
to rejet the null hypothesis. There are also some empirial approahes suggested for assessing
signiane [8, 2, 11, 31℄. Here one reates many surrogate data streams from the experimentally
observed data by perturbing the individual spikes while keeping ertain statistis same and then
assessing signiane by noting whether or not the patterns are preserved in the surrogate data.
There are many possibilities for the perturbations to be imposed to generate surrogate data [11℄.
In these empirial methods also, the impliit null hypothesis assumes independene.
The main motivation for the approah presented here is the following. If a sequential pattern
repeats often enough to be signiant then one would like to think that there are strong inuenes
among the neurons representing the pattern. However, dierent (deteted) patterns may represent
dierent levels or strengths of inuenes among their onstituent neurons. Hene it would be nie
to have a method of signiane analysis that an rank order dierent (signiant) patterns in
terms some `strength of inuene' among the neurons of the pattern. For this, here we propose
that the strength of inuene of A on B is well represented by the onditional probability that
B will re after some presribed delay given that A has red. We then employ a omposite null
hypothesis speied through one parameter that denotes an upper bound on all suh pairwise
onditional probabilities. Using this we would be able to deide whether or not a given pattern is
signiant at various values for this parameter in the null hypothesis and thus be able to rank-order
dierent patterns.
There is an additional and important advantage of the above approah that we propose here.
Our omposite null hypothesis is suh that any stohasti model for a set of spiking neurons
would be in the null hypothesis if all the relevant pairwise onditional probabilities are below some
bound. Sine this bound is a parameter that an be hosen by the user, the null hypothesis would
inlude not only independent neuron models but also many models of interdependent neurons
where the pair-wise inuenes among neurons are `weak'. Hene rejeting suh a null hypothesis is
more attrative than rejeting a null hypothesis of independene when we want to onlude that a
signiant pattern indiates `strong' interations among the neurons. In this sense, the approah
presented here extends the urrently available methods for signiane analysis.
We analytially derive some bounds on the probability that our ounting proess would ome
up with a given number of repetitions of the ring pattern if the data is generated by any model
that is ontained in our ompound null hypothesis. As mentioned earlier, we use the number
of non-overlapped ourrenes of a pattern as our test statisti instead of the total number of
repetitions and employ a temporal datamining algorithm for ounting non-overlapped ourrenes
of sequential patterns [21℄. This makes our method attrative for disovering signiant patterns
involving large number of neurons also. We show the eetiveness of the method through extensive
3
simulation experiments on syntheti spike train data obtained through a model of inter-dependent
non-homogeneous Poisson proesses.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In setion 2 we give a brief overview of temporal
datamining and explain our algorithm for deteting sequential patterns whose frequeny is above
some threshold. The full details of the algorithm are available elsewhere [21, 29℄ and we provide
only some details whih are relevant for understanding the statistial signiane analysis whih
is presented in setion 3. In setion 4, we present some simulation results on syntheti spike train
data to show the eetiveness of our method. We present results to show that our method is
apable of ranking dierent patterns in terms of the synapti eay of the onnetions. While we
onne our attention in this paper to only sequential patterns, the statistial method we present
an be generalized to handle other types of patterns. We briey indiate this and onlude the
paper with a disussion in setion 5.
2 Frequent Episodes Framework for disovery of sequential
patterns
Temporal datamining is onerned with analyzing symboli time series data to disover `interesting'
patterns of temporal dependenies [15, 20℄. Reently we have proposed that some datamining
tehniques, based on the so alled frequent episodes framework, are well suited for analyzing
multi-neuronal spike train data [21℄. Many patterns of interest in spike data suh as synhronous
rings by groups of neurons, the sequential patterns explained in the previous setion, and synre
hains whih are a ombination of synhrony and ordered rings, an be eiently disovered from
the data using these datamining tehniques. While the algorithms are seen to be eetive through
simulations presented in [21℄, no statistial theory was presented there to address the question of
whether the deteted patterns are signiant in any formal sense whih is the main issue addressed
in this paper. In this setion we rst briey outline the frequent episodes framework and then
qualitatively desribe this datamining tehnique for disovering frequently ourring sequential
patterns.
In the frequent episodes framework of temporal datamining. the data to be analyzed is a
sequene of events denoted by 〈(E1, t1), (E2, t2), . . .〉 where Ei represents an event type and ti the
time of ourrene of the ith event. Ei's are drawn from a nite set of event types, ζ . The sequene
is ordered with respet to time of ourrenes of the events so that, ti ≤ ti+1, ∀i. The following is
an example event sequene ontaining 11 events with 5 event types.
〈(A, 1), (B, 3), (D, 5), (A, 5), (C, 6), (A, 10), (E, 15), (B, 15), (B, 17), (C, 18), (C, 19)〉 (1)
In multi-neuronal spike data, the event type of a spike event is the label of the neuron
2
whih
generated the spike and the event has the assoiated time of ourrene. The neurons in the
ensemble under observation re ation potentials at dierent times, that is, generate spike events.
All these spike events are strung together, in time order, to give a single long data sequene as
needed for frequent episode disovery. It may be noted that there an be more than one event
with the same time beause two neurons an spike at the same time.
The temporal patterns that we wish to disover in this framework are alled episodes. In
general, episodes are partially ordered sets of event types. Here we are only interested in serial
episodes whih are totally ordered.
2
or the eletrode number when we onsider multi-eletrode array reordings without the spike sorting step
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A serial episode is an ordered tuple of event types. For example, (A → B → C) is a 3-
node serial episode. (We also say that the size of this episode is 3). The arrows in this notation
indiate the order of the events. Suh an episode is said to our in an event sequene if there
are orresponding events in the presribed order in the data sequene. In sequene (1), the events
{(A, 1), (B, 3), (C, 6)} onstitute an ourrene of the serial episode (A→ B → C) while the events
{(B, 3), (C, 6), (A, 10)} do not. We note here that ourrene of an episode does not require the
assoiated event types to our onseutively; there an be other intervening events between them.
In the multi-neuronal data, if neuron A makes neuron B to re, then, we expet to see B
following A often. However, in dierent ourrenes of suh a substring, there may be dierent
number of other spikes between A and B beause many other neurons may also be spiking during
this time. Thus, the episode struture allows us to unearth patterns in the presene of suh noise
in spike data.
The objetive in frequent episode disovery is to detet all frequent episodes (of dierent
lengths) from the data. A frequent episode is one whose frequeny exeeds a (user speied)
frequeny threshold. The frequeny of an episode an be dened in many ways. It is intended to
apture some measure of how often an episode ours in an event sequene. One hooses a measure
of frequeny so that frequent episode disovery is omputationally eient and, at the same time,
higher frequeny would imply that an episode is ourring often.
Here, we dene frequeny of an episode as the maximum number of non-overlapped ourrenes
of the episode in the data stream. Two ourrenes of an episode are said to be non-overlapped if no
event assoiated with one ourrene appears in between the events assoiated with the other. A
set of ourrenes is said to be non-overlapped if every pair of ourrenes in it are non-overlapped.
In our example sequene (1), there are two non-overlapped ourrenes of A → B → C given by
the events: ((A, 1), (B, 3), (C, 6)) and ((A, 10), (B, 15), (C, 18)). Note that there are three distint
ourrenes of this episode in the data sequene though we an have only a maximum of two
non-overlapped ourrenes. We also note that if we take the ourrene of the episode given
by ((A, 1), (B, 15), (C, 18)), then there is no other ourrene that is non-overlapped with this
ourrene. That is why we dene the frequeny to be the maximum number of non-overlapped
ourrenes.
This denition of frequeny results in very eient ounting algorithms with some interest-
ing theoretial properties [16, 17℄. In addition, in the ontext of our appliation, ounting non-
overlapped ourrenes seems natural beause we would then be looking at hains that happen at
dierent times again and again.
In analyzing neuronal spike data, it is useful to onsider methods, where, while ounting the
frequeny, we inlude only those ourrenes whih satisfy some additional temporal onstraints.
Here we are interested in what we all inter-event time onstraint whih is speied by giving an
interval of the form (Tlow, Thigh]. The onstraint requires that the dierene between the times of
every pair of suessive events in any ourrene of a serial episode should be in this interval. In
general, we may have dierent time intervals for dierent pairs of events in eah serial episode.
As is easy to see, a serial episode with inter-event time onstraints orresponds to what we alled
a sequential pattern in the previous setion. These are the temporal patterns of interest in this
paper.
The inter-event time onstraint allows us to take are of delays involved in the proess of
one neuron inuening another through a synapse. Suppose neuron A is onneted to neuron B
whih, in turn, is onneted to neuron C, through exitatory onnetions with delays T1 and T2
respetively. Then, we should be ounting only those ourrenes of the episode A → B → C,
where the inter-event times satisfy the delay onstraint. This would be the sequential pattern
5
Figure 1: A shemati showing two ourrenes of the sequential pattern A
T1→ B T2→ C in the
spike trains from neurons A,B,C,D. A small interval (usually 1 ms) is shown around the seond
and third spike to indiate possible variation in the delay. Note that within the duration of one
ourrene of the pattern there may be other intervening spikes (from any of the neurons).
A
T1→ B T2→ C. In general, the inter-event onstraint ould be an interval. Ourrenes of suh
serial episodes with inter-event onstraints in spike data are shown shematially in g. 1
In any ourrene of the episode or sequential pattern, we all the dierene between the times
of the rst and last events as its span. The span would be the total of all the delays. If, in the
above episode, the span of all ourrenes would be T1 + T2 and hene we may all it the span of
the episode. If the inter-event time onstraints are intervals then the span of dierent ourrenes
ould be dierent.
There are eient algorithms for disovering all frequent serial episodes with speied inter-
event onstraints [21℄. That is, for disovering all episodes whose frequeny (whih is the number
of non-overlapped ourrenes of the episode) is above a given threshold.
Coneptually, the algorithm does the following. Suppose, we are operating at a time resolution
of ∆T . (That is, the times of of events or spikes are reorded to a resolution of ∆T ). Then we
disretize the time axis into intervals of length ∆T . Then, for eah episode whose frequeny we
want to nd we do the following. Suppose the episode is the one mentioned above. We start with
time instant 1. We hek to see whether there is an ourrene of the episode starting from the
urrent instant. For this, we need an A at that time instant and then we need a B and a C within
appropriate time windows. If there are suh B and C, then we take the earliest of the B and
C to satisfy the time onstraints, inrement the ounter for the episode and start looking for the
ourrene again starting with the next time instant (after C). On the other hand, if we an not
nd suh an ourrene (either beause A does not our at the urrent time instant or beause
there are no B or C at appropriate times following A), then we move by one time instant and start
the searh again.
The atual searh proess would be very ineient if implemented as desribed above. The
algorithm itself does the searh in a muh more eient manner. There are two issues that the
algorithm needs to address. Sine, a priori, we do not know what patterns to look for, we need to
make a reasonable list of andidate patterns and then obtain their frequenies so as to output only
those patterns whose frequeny exeeds the preset threshold. The seond issue is that in obtaining
frequenies, the algorithm is required to ount the frequenies of not one but a set of andidates
in one pass through the data and we need to do this eiently. In generating the andidates,
we need to takle the ombinatorial explosion beause all possible serial episodes of a given size
inreases exponentially with the size. This is takled using an iterative proedure that is popular
in datamining. To understand this, onsider our example 3-node pattern A
T1→ B T2→ C. This an
not be frequent unless ertain 2-node subepisodes of this, namely, A
T1→ B and B T2→ C are frequent.
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(This is beause any two non-overlapped ourrenes of the 3-node pattern also gives us two non-
overlapped ourrenes of the two 2-node patterns mentioned above). Thus, we should allow this
3-node episode to be a andidate only if the appropriate 2-node episodes are already found to
be frequent. Based on this idea, we have the following struture for the algorithm. We rst get
frequent 1-node episodes whih are then used to make andidate 2-node episodes. Then, by one
more pass over data, we nd frequent 2-node episodes whih are then used to make andidate 3-
node episodes and so on. Suh a tehnique is quite eetive in ontrolling ombinatorial explosion
and the number of andidates omes down drastially as the size inreases. This is beause, as
the size inreases, many of the ombinatorially possible serial episodes of that size would not be
frequent. This allows the algorithm to nd large size frequent episodes eiently. At eah stage
of this proess, we ount frequenies of not one but a whole set of andidate episodes (of a given
size) through one sequential pass over the data. We do not atually traverse the time axis in time
tiks one for eah pattern whose ourrenes we want to ount. We traverse the time-ordered
data stream. As we traverse the data we remember enough from the data stream to orretly take
are of all the ourrene possibilities of all episodes in the andidate set and thus ompute all
the frequent episodes of a given size through one pass over the data. The omplete details of the
algorithm are available in [21℄.
3 Statistial Signiane of Disovered Episodes or Serial
Firing Patterns
In this setion we address the issue of the statistial signiane of the sequential patterns disov-
ered by our algorithm. The question is when are the disovered episodes signiant, or, equiva-
lently, what frequeny threshold should we hoose so that all disovered frequent episodes would
be statistially signiant.
To answer this question we follow a lassial hypothesis testing framework. Intuitively we want
signiant sequential patterns to represent a hain of strong interations among those neurons. So,
we have to essentially hoose a null hypothesis that asserts that there is no `struture' or `strong
inuenes' in the system of neurons generating the data. Also, as mentioned earlier, we want the
null hypothesis to ontain a parameter that allows us to speify what we mean by saying that the
inuene one neuron has on another is not `strong'.
For this, we apture the strength of interations among the neurons in terms of onditional
probabilities. Let es(A,B, T ) denote the onditional probability that B res in a time interval
[T, T + ∆T ] given that A red at time zero. ∆T is essentially the time resolution at whih we
operate. (For example, ∆T = 1ms). Thus, es(A,B, T ) is essentially, the onditional probability
that B res T time units after A.3 If there is a strong exitatory synapse of delay T between
A and B, then this onditional probability would be high. On the other hand if A and B are
independent, then, this onditional probability is the same as the unonditional probability of B
ring in an interval of length ∆T . We denote the (unonditional) probability that a neuron, A,
res in any interval of length ∆T by ρA. (For example, if we take ∆T = 1ms and that the average
ring rate of B is 20Hz, then ρB would be about 0.02).
The main assumption we make is that the onditional probability es(A,B, T ) is not a funtion of
time. That is, the onditional probability of B ring at least one in an interval [t+T, t+T +∆T ]
3
For the analysis, we think of the delay, T , as a onstant. However, in pratie our method an easily take are
of the ase where the atual delay is uniformly distributed over a small interval with T as its expeted value.
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given that A has red at t is same for all t within the time window of the observations (data
stream) that we are analyzing. We think this is a reasonable assumption and some reent analysis
of spike trains from neural ultures suggests that suh an assumption is justied [9℄. Note that this
assumption does not mean we are assuming that the ring rates of neurons are not time-varying.
As a matter of fat, one of the main mehanisms by whih this onditional probability is realized
is by having a spike from A aet the rate of ring by B for a short duration of time. Thus, the
neurons would be having time-varying ring rates even when the onditional probability is not
time-varying. Essentially, the onstany of e(A,B, T ) would only mean that every time A spikes,
it has the same hane of eliiting a spike from B after a delay of T . Thus our assumption only
means that there is no appreiable hange in synapti eaies during the period in whih the
data being analyzed is gathered.
The intuitive idea behind our null hypothesis is that the onditional probability es(A,B, T ) is
a good indiator of the `strength of interation' between A and B. For inferring funtional on-
netivity from repeating sequential patterns, the onstany of delays (between spikes by suessive
neurons) in multiple repetitions is important. That is why we dened the onditional probability
with respet to a spei delay. Now, an assertion that the interations among neurons is `weak'
an be formalized in terms of an upper bound on all suh onditional probabilities. We formulate
our omposite null hypothesis as follows.
Our omposite null hypothesis inludes all models of interating neurons for whih we have
es(x, y, T ) < e0 for all pairs of neurons x, y and for a set of speied delays T , where e0 is a xed
user-hosen number in the interval (0, 1).
Thus all models of inter-dependent neurons where the probability of A ausing B to re (after
a delay) is less that e0, would be in our Null hypothesis. The atual mehanism by whih spikes
from A aet the ring by B is immaterial to us. Whatever may be this mehanism of interation,
if the resulting onditional probability is less than e0, then that model of interating neurons would
be in our null hypothesis.
4
The user speied number, e0, formalizes what we mean by interation
among neurons is strong. If A and B are independent then this onditional probability is same as
ρB. As mentioned earlier, if ∆T = 1ms and average ring rate for B as 20 Hz, then ρB = 0.02.
So, if we hoose e0 = 0.4, it means that we agree to all the inuene as strong if the onditional
probability is 20 times what it would be if the neurons are independent. By having dierent values
for e0 in the null hypothesis, we an ask what patterns are signiant at what value of e0 and thus
rank-order patterns.
Now if we are able to rejet this Null hypothesis then it is reasonable to assert that the episode(s)
disovered would indiate `strong' interations among the appropriate neurons. The `strength' of
interation is essentially hosen by us in terms of the bound e0 on the onditional probability in
our null hypothesis.
We now present a method for bounding the probability that the frequeny (number of non-
overlapped ourrenes) of a given serial episode with inter-event onstraints is more than a given
threshold under the null hypothesis. To do this, we rst ompute the expetation and variane
(under the null hypothesis) of the random variable representing the number of non-overlapped
ourrenes of a serial episode with inter-event onstraints by using the following stohasti model.
4
We note here that this onditional probability is well dened whether or not the two neurons are diretly
onneted. If they are diretly onneted then T ould be taken as a typial delay involved in the proess; otherwise
it an be taken as some integral multiple of suh delays. In any ase, our interest is in deiding on the signiane
of sequential patterns with some given values for T .
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Figure 2: A shemati of the ounting proess for non-overlapped ourrenes of the episode
A
T→ B superimposed on the spike trains from neurons A and B. In the yellow region there are no
ourrenes of the pattern starting with that time instant and the ounting sheme moves forward
by one time step. In the blue region there is an ourrene and the ounting proess moves by
T time steps. The random variables Xi, dened by eq. (2), apture the evolution of the ounting
proess
Let {Xi, i = 1, 2, . . .} be iid random variables with distribution given by
P [Xi = T ] = p
P [Xi = 1] = 1− p (2)
where T is a xed onstant (and T > 1). Let N be a random variable dened by
N = min {n :
n∑
i=1
Xi ≥ L} (3)
where L is a xed onstant.
Let the random variable Z denote the number of Xi's out of the rst N whih have value T .
Dene the random variable M by
M = Z if
N∑
i=1
Xi = L
M = Z − 1 if
N∑
i=1
Xi > L (4)
All the random variables, N,Z,M depend on the parameters L, T, p. When it is important to
show this dependeny we write M(L, T, p) and so on.
Now we will argue that M(L, T, p) is the random variable representing the number of non-
overlapped ourrenes of an episode where T is the span (or sum of all delays) of the episode and
L is the length of data (in terms of time duration). We would x p based on the bound e0 in our
null hypothesis as explained below.
Consider an episode A
T→ B with an inter-event time onstraint (or delay) of T . Now, the
sequene Xi essentially aptures the ounting proess of our algorithm. A shemati of the ounting
proess (as relevant for this disussion) is shown in g. 2. As explained earlier, the algorithm an
be viewed as traversing a disretized time axis in steps of ∆T , looking for an ourrene of the
episode starting at eah time instant. At eah time instant (whih, on the disretized time axis
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orresponds to an interval of length ∆T ), let q1 denote the probability of spiking by A and let
q2 denote the onditional probability that B generates a spike T instants later given that A has
spiked now. In terms of our earlier notation, q1 = ρA, q2 = es(A,B, T ). Thus, at any instant,
q1q2 denotes the probability of ourrene of the episode starting at that instant. Now, in eq.(2)
let p = q1q2(= ρAes(A,B, T )). Then p represents the probability that this episode ours starting
with any given time instant.
5
Let L in eq.(3) denote the data length (in time units). Then the
sequene, X1, X2, . . . , XN , represents our ounting proess. If, at the rst instant there is an
ourrene of the episode starting at that instant then we advane by T units on the time-axis and
then look for another ourrene (sine we are ounting non-overlapped ourrenes); if there is
no ourrene starting at the rst instant then we advane by one unit and look for an ourrene.
Also, whether or not there is an ourrene starting from the urrent instant is independent of
how many ourrenes are ompleted before the urrent instant (beause we are ounting only
non-overlapped ourrenes). So, the ounting proess is well aptured by aumulating the Xi's
dened above till we reah the end of data. Hene N aptures the number of suh Xi that we
aumulate beause L is the data length in terms of time. Sine Xi take values 1 or T , the only
way
∑
Xi exeeds L is if the last Xi takes value T whih in turn implies that when we reahed end
of data we have a partial ourrene of the episode. In this ase the total number of ompleted
ourrenes is one less than the number of Xi (out of N) that take value T . If the last Xi has
taken value 1 (and hene the sum is equal to L) then the number of ompleted ourrenes is equal
to the number of Xi that take value T . Now, it is lear that M is the number of non-overlapped
ourrenes ounted.
It is easy to see that the model aptures ounting of episodes of arbitrary length also. For
example, if our episode is A
T1→ B T2→ C then T is eq.(2) would be T1 + T2 and p would be
ρAes(A,B, T1)es(B,C, T2).
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Suppose in a n-node episode the onditional probability of jth neuron
ring (after the presribed delay) given that the previous one has red, is equal to ejs. Let the
suessive delays be Ti. Let the (unonditional) probability of the rst neuron (of the episode)
ring at any instant (that is, in any interval of length ∆T ) is ρ. Then we will take (for the n-node
episode) p = ρΠnj=2(e
j
s) and T =
∑
Ti.
3.1 Mean and Variane of M(L, T, p)
Now, we rst derive some reurrene relations to alulate the mean and variane of M(L, T, p)
for a given episode. Fixing an episode xes the value of p and T . Let F (L, T, p) = E M(L, T, p)
where E denotes expetation. We an derive a reurrene relation for F as follows.
E M(L, T, p) = E [ E [M(L, T, p) | X1] ]
= E [M(L, T, p) | X1 = 1](1− p) + E[M(L, T, p) | X1 6= 1]p
= (1− p)E [M(L − 1, T, p)] + p(1 + E[M(L − T, T, p)])
(5)
5
We note here that we atually do not know this p beause we do not know the exat value for es(A,B, T ). But
nally we would bound the relevant probability by using e0 to bound es(A,B, T ).
6
Here we are assuming that ring of C after a delay of T2 from B, onditioned on ring of B, is onditionally
independent of earlier ring of A. Sine our objetive is to unearth signiant triggering hains, this is a reasonable
assumption. Also, this allows us to apture the null hypothesis with a single parameter e0. We disuss this further
in setion 5.
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In words what this says is: if the rst Xi is 1 (whih happens with probability 1− p), then the
expeted number of ourrenes is same as those in data of length L − 1; on the other hand, if
rst Xi is not 1 (whih happens with probability p) then the expeted number of ourrenes are
1 plus the expeted number of ourrenes in data of length L− T .
Hene our reurrene relation is:
F (L, T, p) = (1− p)F (L− 1, T, p) + p(1 + F (L− T, L, p)) (6)
The boundary onditions for this reurrene are:
F (x, y, p) = 0, if x < y and ∀p. (7)
Let G(L, T, p) = E[M2(L, T, p)]. That is G(L, T, p) is the seond moment of M(L, T, p). Using
the same idea as in ase of F we an derive reurrene relation for G as follows.
E [M2(L, T, p)] = E
[
E [M2(L, T, p) | X1]
]
= E [M2(L, T, p) | X1 = 1](1− p)
+ E[M2(L, T, p) | X1 6= 1]p
= (1− p)E [M2(L− 1, T, p)] + pE(1 + M(L− T, T, p))2
= (1− p)E [M2(L− 1, T, p)] +
pE(1 + M2(L− T, T, p) + 2M(L− T, T, p))
(8)
Thus we get
G(L, T, p) = (1− p)G(L− 1, T, p) + p(1 + G(L− T, T, p) + 2F (L− T, T, p)) (9)
Solving the above, we get the seond moment of M . Let, V (L, T, p) be the variane of
M(L, T, p). Then we have
V (L, T, p) = G(L, T, p) − (F (L, T, p))2 (10)
One we have the mean and variane we an bound the probability that the number of non-
overlapped ourrenes is beyond something. For example, we an use Chebyshev inequality as
Pr
[
|M(L.T, p)− F (L, T, p)| > k
√
V (L, T, p)
]
≤ 1
k2
(11)
for any positive k. 7. Suh bounds an be used for test of statistial signiane as explained
below.
3.2 Test for statistial signiane
Suppose we are onsidering n-node episodes. Let the allowable Type I error for the test be ǫ. Then
what we need is a threshold, say, mth for whih we have
Prn [fepi ≥ mth] ≤ ǫ, (12)
7
This may be a loose bound. We may get better bounds by using entral limit theorem based arguments. But
for our purposes here, this is not very important. Also, as we shall see from the empirial results presented in the
next setion, this bound seems to be adequate
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where fepi is the frequeny of any n-node episode and Prn denotes probability under the null
hypothesis models.
This would imply that if we nd a n-node episode with frequeny greater than mth then, with
(1 − ǫ) ondene we an rejet our null hypothesis and hene assert that the disovered episode
represents `strong' interations among those neurons.
Now the above an be used for assessing statistial signiane of any episode as follows.
Suppose we are onsidering an n-node (serial) episode. Let the rst node of this episode have
event type A. (That is, it orresponds to neuron A). Let ρA be the probability that A will spike
in any interval of length ∆T . (We will x ∆T by the time resolution being onsidered). Let ǫ be
the presribed ondene level. Let k be suh that k2 ≥ 1
ǫ
. Fix p = ρA(e0)
n−1
. Let T be the sum
of all inter-event delay times in the episode. Let L be the total length of data (as time span in
units of ∆T ).
Our null hypothesis is that the onditional probability for any pair of neurons is less than
e0. Further, our random variable M is suh that its probability of taking higher values inreases
monotonially with p. Hene, with the above p, the probability of M(L, T, p) being greater than
any value is an upper bound on the probability of the episode frequeny being greater than that
value under any of the models in our null hypothesis.
Thus, a threshold for signiane is mth = F (L, T, p)+ k
√
V (L, T, p) beause, from eq. (11) we
have
Pr
[
M(L.T, p) ≥ F (L, T, p) + k
√
V (L, T, p)
]
≤ 1
k2
≤ ǫ. (13)
Though we do not have losed form expressions for F and V , using our reurrene relations,
we an alulate F (L, T, p) and V (L, T, p) for any given values of L, T, p and hene an alulate
the above threshold. The only thing unspeied for this alulation is how do we get ρA. We an
obtain ρA by either estimating the average rate of ring for this neuron from the data or from
other prior knowledge.
Thus, we an use eq. (13) either for assessing the signiane of a spei n-node episode or for
xing a threshold of any n-node episode in our datamining algorithm. In either ase, this allows
us to dedue the `strong onnetions' (if any) in the neural system being analyzed by using our
datamining method.
We an summarize the the test of signiane as follows. Suppose the allowed type-I error
is ǫ. We hoose integer k suh that ǫ < 1
k2
. Suppose we want to assess the signiane of a
n-node sequential pattern with the total delay being T based on its ount. Suppose e0 is the
bound we use in our null hypothesis. Let L be the total data length in time units. Let ρ be the
average ring rate of the rst neuron in the data. Let p = ρ(e0)
n−1
. We alulate F (L, T, p) and
V (L, T, p) using (6), (9) and (10). Then the pattern is delared signiant if its ount exeeds
F (L, T, p) + k
√
V (L, T, p).8
We like to emphasize that the threshold frequeny (ount) given above for an episode to be
signiant (and hene represent strong interations) is likely to be larger than that needed. This
is beause it is obtained through a Chebyshev bound whih is often loose. Thus, for example, if
we hoose e0 = 0.4 then some strong onnetions whih may result in the eetive onditional
probability value of up to 0.5 may not satisfy the test of signiane at a partiular signiane
8
This threshold for a pattern to be signiant depends on the size of the pattern with smaller size patterns
needing higher ount to be signiant, as is to be expeted. This also adds to the eieny of our data mining
algorithm for disovering sequential patterns. In the level-wise proedure desribed earlier, we would have higher
thresholds for smaller size patterns thus further mitigating the ombinatorial explosion in the proess of frequent
episode disovery.
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level. This, in general, is usual in any hypothesis testing framework. In pratie, we found
that we an very aurately disover all onnetions whose strengths in terms of the onditional
probabilities are about 0.2 more than e0 at 5% ondene level. At ǫ = 0.05, the threshold is
about 4.5 standard deviations above the mean. In a spei appliation, for example, if we feel
that three standard deviations above the mean is a good enough threshold, then orrespondingly
we will be able to disover even those onnetions whose eetive onditional probability is only a
little above e0.
This test of signiane allows us to rank order the disovered patterns. For this, we run our
datamining method with dierent thresholds orresponding to dierent e0 values. Then, by looking
at the sets of episodes found at dierent e0 values, we an essentially rank order the strengths of
dierent onnetions in the underlying system. Sine any manner of assigning numerial values to
strengths of onnetions is bound to be somewhat arbitrary, this method of rank ordering dierent
onnetions in terms of strengths an be muh more useful in analyzing miroiruits.
We illustrate all these through our simulation experiments in setion 4.
3.3 Extension to the model
So far in this setion we have assumed that the individual delays and hene the span of an episode,
T , to be onstant. In pratie, even if delay is random and varies over a small interval around T ,
the threshold we alulated earlier would be adequate. In addition to this, it is possible to extend
our model to take are of some random variations in suh delays.
Sine we have assumed that ∆T is the time resolution at whih we are working, it is reasonable
to assume that the delay T is atually speied in units of ∆T . Then we an think of the delay as
a random variable taking values in a set {T −J, T −J +1, · · · , T +J} where J is a small (relative
to T) integer. For example, suppose the delay is uniformly distributed over {T − 1, T, T + 1}.
Now we an hange our model as follows:
The {Xi, i = 1, 2, . . .} will now be iid random variables with distribution
Prob[Xi = 1] = 1− p
Prob[Xi = T − 1] = Prob[Xi = T ] = Prob[Xi = T + 1] = p
3
where we now assume that T > 2.
We will dene N as earlier by eq. (3). We will now dene Z as the number of Xi out of rst
N that do not take value 1. In terms of this Z, we will dene M as earlier by eq. (4).
Now it is easy to see that our M(L, T, p) would again be the random variable orresponding to
number of non-overlapped ourrenes in this new senario where there are random variations in
the delays. Now the reurrene relation for F (L, T, p) would beome
F (L, T, p) = (1− p)F (L− 1, T, p) +
p
(
1 +
1
3
(F (L− T + 1, L, p) + F (L− T, L, p) + F (L− T − 1, L, p))
)
(14)
The reurrene relation for variane of M(L, T, p) an also be similarly derived. Now, we an
easily implement the signiane test as derived earlier. While the reurrene relations are a little
more ompliated, it makes no dierene to our method of signiane analysis beause these
reurrene relations are anyway to be solved numerially.
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It is easy to see that this method an, in priniple, take are of any distribution of the total
delay (viewed as a random variable taking values in a nite set) by modifying the reurrene
relation suitably.
4 Simulation Experiments
In this setion we desribe some simulation experiments to show the eetiveness of our method of
statistial signiane analysis. We show that our stohasti model properly aptures our ounting
proess and that the frequeny threshold we alulate is eetive for separating onnetions that are
`strong' (in the sense of onditional probabilities). We also show that our frequeny an properly
rank order the strengths of onnetions in terms of onditional probabilities. As a matter of fat,
our results provide good justiation for saying that onditional probabilities provide a very good
sale for denoting onnetion strengths. For all our experiments we hoose synthetially generated
spike trains. This is beause then we know the ground truth about onnetion strengths and hene
an test the validity of our statistial theory. For the simulations we use a data generation sheme
where we model the spiking of eah neuron as an inhomogeneous Poisson proess on whih is
imposed an additional onstraint of refratory period. (Thus the atual spike trains are not truly
Poisson even if we keep the rate xed). The inhomogeneity in the Poisson proess are due to the
instantaneous ring rates being modied based on total input spikes reeived by a neuron through
its synapses.
We have shown elsewhere [21, 29℄ that our datamining algorithms are very eient in disov-
ering interesting patterns of rings from spike trains and that we an disover patterns of more
than ten neurons also. Sine in this paper the fous is on statistial signiane of the disovered
patterns, we would not be presenting any results for showing the omputational eieny of the
method.
4.1 Spike data generation
We use a simulator for generating the spike data from a network of interonneted neurons. Let
N denote the number of neurons in the network. The spiking of eah neuron is modelled as an
inhomogeneous Poisson proess whose rate of ring is updated at time intervals of ∆T . (We
normally take ∆T to be 1ms). The neurons are interonneted by synapses and eah synapse is
haraterized by a delay (whih is in integral multiples of ∆T ) and a weight whih is a real number.
All neurons also have a refratory period. The rate of the Poisson proess is varied with time as
follows.
λj(k) =
Kj
1 + exp (−Ij(k) + dj) (15)
where λj(k) is the ring rate of j
th
neuron at time k∆T , and Kj, dj are two parameters. Ij(k) is
the total input into jth neuron at time k∆T and it is given by
Ij(k) =
∑
i
Oi(k)wij (16)
where Oi(k) is the output of i
th
neuron (as seen by the jth neuron) at time k∆T and wij is the
weight of synapse from ith to jth neuron. Oi(k) is taken to be the number of spikes by the i
th
neuron in the time interval ( (k−hij−1)∆T, (k−hij)∆T ] where hij represents the delay (in units
of ∆T ) for the synapse from i to j. The parameter Kj is hosen based on the dynami range of
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ring rates that we need to span. The parameter dj determines the `bakground' spiking rate, say,
λ0j . This is the ring rate of the j
th
neuron under zero input. After hoosing a suitable value for
Kj , we x the value of dj based on this bakground ring rate speied for eah neuron.
We rst build a network that has many random interonnetions with low weight values and
a few strong interonnetions with large weight values. We then generate spike data from the
network and show how our method an detet all strong onnetions. To build the network we
speify the bakground ring rate (whih we normally keep same for all neurons) whih then xes
the value of dj in (15). We speify all weights in terms of onditional probabilities. Given a
onditional probability we rst alulate the needed instantaneous ring rate so that probability
of at least one spike in the ∆T interval is equal to the speied onditional probability. Then,
using (15) and (16), we alulate the value of wij needed so that the reeiving neuron (j) reahes
this instantaneous rate given that the sending neuron (i) spikes one in the appropriate interval
and assuming that input into the reeiving neurons from all other neurons is zero.
We note here that the bakground ring rate as well as the eetive onditional probabilities
in our system would have some small random variations. As said above, we x dj so that on zero
input the neuron would have the bakground ring rate. However, all neurons would have synapses
with randomly seleted other neurons and the weights of these synapses are also random. Hene,
even in the absene of any strong onnetions, the ring rates of dierent neurons keep utuating
around the bakground rate that is speied. Sine we hoose random weights from a zero mean
distribution, in an expeted sense we an assume the input into a neuron to be zero and hene
the average rate of spiking would be the bakground rate speied. We also note that the way we
alulate the eetive weight for a given onditional probability is also approximate and we hose
it for simpliity. If we speify a onditional probability for the onnetion from A to B, then, the
method stated in the previous paragraph xes the weight of onnetion so that the probability of
B ring at least one in an appropriate interval given that A has red is equal to this onditional
probability when all other input into B is zero. But sine B would be getting small random input
from other neurons also, the eetive onditional probability would also be utuating around the
nominal value speied. Further, even if the random weights have zero mean, the utuations in
the onditional probability may not have zero mean due to the nonlinear sigmoidal relationship in
(15). The nominal onditional probability value determines where we operate on this sigmoid urve
and that determines the bias in the exursions in onditional probability for equal utuations in
either diretions in the random input into the neurons. We onsider this as a noise in the system
and show that our method of signiane analysis is still eetive.
The simulator is run as follows. First, for any neuron we x a fration (e.g., 25%) of all other
neurons that it is onneted to. The atual neurons that are onneted to any neuron are then
seleted at random using a uniform distribution. We x the delays and bakground ring rates
for all neurons. We then assign random weights to onnetions by hoosing uniformly from an
interval. In our simulation experiments we speify this range in terms of onditional probabilities.
For example suppose the bakground ring rate is 20 Hz. Then with ∆T = 1ms, the probability
of ring in any interval of length ∆T is (approximately) 0.02. Hene a onditional probability of
0.02 would orrespond to a weight value of zero. Then a range of onditional probabilities suh as
[0.01, 0.04] (inrease or derease by a fator of 2 in either diretion) would orrespond to a weight
range around zero. After xing these random weights, we inorporate a few strong onnetions
whih vary in dierent simulation experiments. These weight values are also speied in terms
of onditional probabilities. We then generate a spike train by simulating all the inhomogeneous
Poisson proesses where rates are updated every ∆T time instants. We also x refratory period
for neurons (whih is same for all neurons). One a neuron is red, we will not let it re till the
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refratory period is over.
4.2 Results
For the results reported here we used a network of 100 neurons with the nominal ring rate being
20 Hz. Eah neuron is onneted to 25 randomly seleted neurons with the eetive onditional
probability of the onnetion strength ranging over [0.01, 0.04]. With 20Hz ring rate and 1ms
time resolution, the eetive onditional probability when two neurons are independent is 0.02.
Thus the random onnetions have onditional probabilities that vary by a fator of two on either
side as ompared to the independent ase. We then inorporated some strong onnetions among
some neurons. For this we put in one 3-node episode, three 4-node episodes, three 5-node episodes
and one 6-node episode with dierent strengths for the onnetions. The onnetion strengths are
so hosen so that we have enough number of 3-node and 4-node episodes (as possibly subepisodes
of the embedded episodes) spanning the range of onditional probabilities from 0.1 to 0.8. All
synapti onnetions have a delay of 5ms. Using our simulator desribed earlier, we generated
spike trains for 20 se of time duration (during whih there are about 50,000 spikes typially), and
obtained the ounts of non-overlapped ourrenes of episodes of all sizes using our datamining
algorithms. In all results presented below, all statistis are alulated using 1000 repetitions of
this simulation. Typially, on a data sequene for 20 Se duration, the mining algorithms (run on
a dual-ore Pentium mahine) take about a ouple of minutes.
As explained earlier, in our simulator, the rate of the Poisson proess (representing the spiking
of a neuron) is updated every 1ms based on the atual spike inputs reeived by that neuron. This
would, in general, imply that many pairs of neurons (espeially those with strong onnetions)
are not spiking as independent proesses. Fig. 3 shows this for a few pairs of neurons. The gure
shows the ross orrelograms (with bin size of 1 ms and obtained using 1000 repliations) for pairs
of neurons that have weak onnetions and for pairs of neurons that have strong onnetions.
There is a marked peakiness in the ross orrelogram for neurons with strong interonnetions, as
expeted.
Fig. 4 shows that our theoretial model for alulating the mean and variane of of the non-
overlapped ount (given by F and V determined through eqns. (6) and (10) ) are aurate. The
gure shows plot of the mean (F ) and mean plus three times standard deviation (F + 3
√
V ) for
dierent values of the onnetion strength in terms of onditional probabilities (e0), for the dierent
episode sizes. Also shown are the atual ounts obtained for episodes of that size with dierent
e0 values. As is easily seen, the theoretially alulated mean and standard deviations are very
aurate. Notie that most of the observed ounts are below the F + k
√
V threshold for k = 3
even though this orresponds to a Type-I error of just over 10%. Thus our statistial test with
k = 3 or k = 4 should be quite eetive.
As explained earlier, using the formulation of our signiane test we an infer a (bound on
the) onnetion strength in terms of onditional probability based on the observed ount. For this,
given observed ount of a sequential pattern or episode, we ask what is the value of the strength or
onditional probability of the onnetion at whih this ount is the threshold as per our signiane
test. This is illustrated in Fig. 5. For an n-node episode if the inferred strength is q then we an
assert (with the appropriate ondene) that it is highly unlikely for this episode to have this ount
if onnetion strength between every pair of neurons is less than q
In Fig. 6 we show how good is this mehanism for inferring the strength of onnetion. Here we
plot the atual value of the strength of onnetion in terms of the onditional probability as used
in the simulation against the inferred value of this strength from our theory based on the atual
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Figure 3: Normalized ross orrelograms (obtained through 1000 repliations) for four dierent
pairs of neurons. The top two panels show pairs of neurons with weak interonnetions while
the two bottom panels show neuron pairs with strong interonnetions. For neurons pairs in the
bottom two panels, the ross orrelogram shows strong peak.
observed value of ount. For eah value of the onditional probability, we have 1000 repliations
and these various inferred values are shown as point louds. Sine the theory is based on a bound,
the inferred value would always be lower than the atual strength. However, the results in this
gure show the eetiveness of our approah to determining signiane of sequential patterns
based on ounting the non-overlapped ourrenes. We emphasize here that this inferred value of
strength is based on our signiane test and there is no estimation of any onditional probabilities.
Finally, we present some results to illustrate the ability of our signiane test to orretly rank
order dierent sequential patterns or episodes that are signiant. For this we show the distribution
of ounts for sequential patterns or episodes of dierent strength along with the thresholds as
alulated by our signiane test when the value of e0 in the null hypothesis is varied. These
results are shown for 3-node, 4-node and 5-node episodes in g. 7. From the gure we an see
that, by hoosing a partiular e0 value in the null hypothesis, our test will ag only episodes
orresponding to strength higher than e0 as signiant. Thus, by varying e0 we an rank-order
dierent signiant patterns that are found by the mining algorithm. We note here that our
threshold atually overestimates the ount needed beause it is based on a loose bound. However,
these results show that we an reliably infer the relative strengths of dierent sequential patterns.
5 Disussion
In this paper we addressed the problem of deteting statistially signiant sequential patterns in
multi-neuronal spike train data. We employed an eient datamining algorithm that detets all
frequently ourring sequential patterns with presribed inter-neuron delays. A pattern is frequent
if the number of non-overlapping ourrenes of the pattern is above a threshold. The strategy
of ounting only the non-overlapped ourrenes rather than all ourrenes makes the method
omputationally attrative. The main ontribution of the paper is a new statistial signiane test
to determine when the ount obtained by our algorithm is statistially signiant. Or, equivalently,
the method gives a threshold for dierent patterns so that the algorithm an detet only the
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Figure 4: The analytially alulated values for the mean (i.e., F ) and the mean plus 3 σ (i.e.,
F + 3
√
V ), as a funtion of the onnetion strength in terms of onditional probabilities. The top
two panels show plots for 2-node and 3-node patterns and bottom panels show plots for 4-node and
5-node patterns. For eah value of the onditional probability, the atual ounts as obtained by the
algorithm are also shown These are obtained through 1000 repliations. For these experimental
ounts, the mean value as well as the ±3σ range (where σ is the data standard deviation) are also
indiated. As an be seen, the alulated value of F well aptures the mean of the non-overlapped
ounts. The F + 3
√
V line aptures most of the ount distribution.
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Figure 5: Illustration of inferring of a onnetion strength based on observed ount for a pattern.
Given the urves of mean F , and the various levels of threshold (F+3
√
V , F+4
√
V , and F+6
√
V ),
we an `invert' the observed ount to obtain a onnetion strength at whih the observed ount
makes the episode just signiant at a partiular level. We all this the inferred onnetion strength
based on the observed ount.
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Figure 6: Plot of the atual value of the onditional probability used in simulation versus the value
inferred from our test of signiane as explained in text. (See g. 5. For eah value we do 1000
repliations and the dierent inferred values are shown as a point loud. Also shown is a best t
line. The two panels show results for episodes of size 3 and size 4. Our method is quite eetive
in inferring a onnetion strength based on our ount.
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Figure 7: Plot showing the ability of our method of statistial signiane test at inferring relative
strengths of dierent patterns. Top two panel shows the distribution of ounts (over 1000 replia-
tions) for four 3-node and 4-node episodes with onnetion strengths orresponding to 0.2, 0.4, 0.6
and 0.8. The dashed lines are the thresholds on ounts under our signiane test (with k = 3)
orresponding to e0 values of 0.05, 0.25, 0.45 and 0.65. The bottom panel shows distributions for
5-node episodes with strengths 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5 with thresholds orresponding to e0=0.05, 0.15 and
0.35. Sine our test is based on Chebyshev inequality, it overestimates the needed ount. However,
it is easy to see that we an detet signiant episodes orresponding to dierent strengths by
varying the e0 in our null hypothesis. As an be seen, our method is able to reliably infer the
relative strengths of dierent patterns.
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signiant patterns.
The novelty in assessing the signiane in our approah is in the struture of the null hypoth-
esis. The idea is to use onditional probability as a mehanism to apture strength of inuene of
one neuron on another. Our null hypothesis is speied in terms of a (user-hosen) bound on the
onditional probability that B will re after a speied delay given that A has red, for any pair of
neurons A and B. Thus this ompound null hypothesis inludes many models of inter-dependent
neurons where the inuenes among neurons are `weak' in the sense that all suh pairwise on-
ditional probabilities are below the bound. Being able to rejet suh a null hypothesis makes a
stronger ase for onluding that the deteted patterns represent signiant funtional onnetiv-
ity. Equally interestingly, suh a null hypothesis allows us to rank order the dierent patterns in
terms of their strengths of inuene. If we hose this bound e0 to be the value of the onditional
probability when the dierent neurons are independent, then we get the usual null hypothesis of
independent neuron model. But sine we an hoose the e0 to be muh higher, we an deide whih
patterns are signiant at dierent levels of e0 and hene get an idea of the strength of interation
they represent. Thus, the method presented here extends the urrent tehniques of signiane
analysis.
While we speify our null hypothesis in terms of a bound on the onditional probability, note
that we are not in any way estimating suh onditional probabilities. Estimating all relevant
onditional probabilities would be omputationally intensive. Sine our algorithm ounts only
non-overlapped ourrenes and also uses the datamining idea of ounting frequenies for only
the relevant andidate patterns, our ounts do not give us all the pair-wise onditional proba-
bilities. However, the statistial analysis presented here allows us to obtain thresholds on the
non-overlapped ourrenes possible (at the given ondene level) if all the onditional probabil-
ities are below our bound. This is what gives us the test of signiane.
We presented a method for bounding the probability that, under the null hypothesis, a pattern
would have more than some number of non-overlapped ourrenes. Beause we are ounting
non-overlapped ourrenes, we are able to apture our ounting proess in an interesting model
speied in terms of sums of independent random variables. This model allowed us to get reurrene
relations for mean and variane of the random variable representing our ount under the null
hypothesis whih allowed us to get the required threshold using Chebyshev inequality. While this
may be a loose bound, as shown through our simulation results, the bound we alulate is very
eetive.
Our method of analysis is quite general and it an be used in situations other than what we
onsidered here. By hoosing the value of p in eq.(2) appropriately we an realize this generality
in the model.
As an illustration of this we will briey desribe one extension of the model. In the method
presented, while analyzing signiane of a pattern A
T1→ B T2→ C, we are assuming that ring of C
after T2 given that B has red is independent of A having red earlier. That is why we have used
p = ρA(e0)
2
while alulating our threshold. But suppose we do not want to assume this. Then
we an have a null hypothesis that is speied by bounds on dierent onditional probabilities.
Suppose e2(x, y, T ) is the onditional probability that y res after T given x has red and suppose
e3(x, y, z, T1, T2) be the probability that y res after T1 and z res after another T2 given x has
red. Now we speify the null hypothesis in terms of two parameters as: e2(x, y, T ) < e02, ∀x, y
and e3(x, y, z, T1, T2) < e03, ∀x, y, z. Now for assessing signiane of 3-node episodes we an use
p = ρAe03. Our method of analysis is still appliable without any modiations. Of ourse, now
the user has to speify two bounds on dierent onditional probabilities and he has to have some
reasons for distinguishing between the two onditional probabilities. But the main point here is
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that the model is fairly general and an aommodate many suh extensions.
There are many other ways in whih the idea presented here an be extended. Suppose we
want to assess signiane of synhronous ring patterns rather than sequential patterns based
on the ount of number of non-overlapped ourrenes of the synhronous ring pattern. One
possibility would be to use onditional probabilities of A ring within an appropriate short time
interval from B in our null hypothesis and then use an appropriate expression for p in our model.
Another example ould be that of analyzing ourrenes of neuronal ring sequenes that respet
a pre-set order on the neurons as disussed in [25℄. Suppose we want to assess the signiane of
ount of suh patterns of a xed length. If we use our type of non-overlapped ourrenes ount
as the statisti, then the model presented here an be used to assess the signiane. Now the
parameter p would be the probability of ourrene of a sequene of that length (whih respets
the global order on the neurons) starting from any time instant. For a given null hypothesis, e.g.,
of independene, this would be a ombinatorial problem similar to the one takled in [25℄. One
we an derive an expression for p we an use our method for assessing signiane.
Though we did not disuss the omputational issues in this paper, the data mining algorithms
used for disovering sequential patterns are omputationally eient (see [21℄ for details). One
omputational issue that may be relevant for this paper may be that of data suieny. All the
results reported here are on spike data of 20 se duration with bakground spiking rate of 20 Hz.
(That works out to about 400 spikes per neuron on the average in the data). From g. 4 we an
see that, with this muh of data, we an ertainly distinguish between onnetion strengths that
dier by about 0.2 on the onditional probability sale. (Notie that, in the gure, the mean plus
three sigma range of the ount distribution at a onnetion strength is below our threshold (with
k = 3) at a onnetion strength 0.2 more). In g. 7 we showed that we an reliably rank order
onnetion strengths with about the same resolution. Thus we an say that 20 se of data is good
enough for this level of disrimination. Obviously, if we need to distinguish between only widely
dierent strengths, muh less data would sue.
In terms of omputational issues, we feel that one of the important onlusions from this
paper is that temporal data mining may be an attrative approah for takling the problem of
disovering ring patterns (or miroiruits) in multi-neuronal spike trains. In temporal data
mining literature, episodes are, in general, partially ordered sets of event types. Here we used the
methods for disovery of serial episodes whih orrespond to our sequential patterns. A general
episode would orrespond to a graph of interonnetions among neurons. However, at present,
there are no eient algorithms for disovering frequently ourring graph patterns from a data
stream of events. Extending our data mining algorithm and our analysis tehnique to takle suh
graph patterns is another interesting open problem. This would allow for disovery of more general
miroiruits from spike trains.
In summary, we feel that the general approah presented here has a lot of potential and it an
be speialized to handle many of the data analysis needs in multi-neuronal spike train data. We
would be exploring many of these issues in our future work.
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